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1. Introduc-on 

At Michael Hall we are commiQed to safeguarding children and young people, and we expect 
everyone who works in our school to share this commitment and join us in creaCng a culture of 
vigilance. 

Our curriculum aims to be one that meets the developmental stages of our pupils in order to foster 
their healthy learning and remove obstacles that prevent them from fulfilling their true potenCal. In 
doing this we will provide a safe and secure environment conducive to learning and creaCvity. This 
will allow all pupils the opportunity to experience a broad and balanced educaCon that encourages 
them to fulfil their potenCal in relaCon to their abiliCes, skills and interests in accordance with their 
spiritual, intellectual, emoConal and physical development. 

RelaConships EducaCon, RelaConships and Sex EducaCon (RSE) and Health EducaCon is a part of our 
whole school curriculum. At the core of Steiner-Waldorf educaCon is respect for differences and 
posiCve relaConships. 

‘Our highest endeavour must be to develop free human beings who are able of themselves to 
impart purpose and direc8on to their lives’     (Rudolf Steiner) 

This policy sets out how Michael Hall supports pupils on their PSHE educaCon journey, through 
physical, emoConal and moral development, in order to promote confidence, respect, resilience, 
safety, self-respect, responsibility, empathy, love and care.  

2. Defini-ons 

Primary EducaCon = EYFS, Key Stages 1 & 2 – Kindergarten and Classes 1-5 
Secondary EducaCon = Key Stages 3 & 4 – Classes 6 – 10 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) Educa*on – provides students with the skills, 
knowledge and understanding to support them to lead healthy, independent and confident lives. 

Rela*onship Educa*on in Primary Educa*on - According to the Department for EducaCon, 
RelaConship EducaCon in Primary EducaCon is “teaching the fundamental building blocks and 
characterisCcs of posiCve relaConships, with parCcular reference to friendships, family relaConships, 
and relaConships with other children and with adults.” 

RelaConship EducaCon in Primary EducaCon is learning about a variety of relaConships, from 
friendships, family life and working relaConships. It is learning about stable, loving relaConships, 
understanding the dynamics of a modern family life, promoCng BriCsh values, and understanding 
themselves as part of the family, community and wider society. 

Rela*ons and Sex Educa*on (RSE) for Secondary Educa*on - According to the Department for 
EducaCon, the aim of RelaConship EducaCon in Primary EducaCon is “to give young people the 
informaCon they need to help them develop healthy, nurturing relaConships of all kinds, not just 
inCmate relaConships. It should enable them to know what a healthy relaConship looks like and what 
makes a good friend, a good colleague and a successful marriage or other type of commiQed 
relaConship. It should also cover contracepCon, developing inCmate relaConships and resisCng 
pressure to have sex (and not applying pressure).” 

RSE is about the emoConal, social and cultural development of pupils, and involves learning about 
relaConships, sexual health, sexuality, healthy lifestyles, diversity and personal idenCty. RSE involves 
a combinaCon of sharing informaCon, and exploring issues and values. RSE is not about the 
promoCon of sexual acCvity or orientaCon. 
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Research shows that good, comprehensive teaching of RSE builds the foundaCon blocks for young 
people toward understanding and managing risk, and does not make pupils more likely to become 
sexually acCve at a younger age. 

3. Aims and objec-ves 

This policy has aims to ensure staff and parents understand the content, delivery and progression of 
the PSHE provision. It has been developed in order to implement the naConal changes to the PSHE 
provision as set out by the Department for EducaCon’s statutory guidance, RelaConships EducaCon, 
RelaConships and Sex EducaCon (RSE) an Health EducaCon 2019. 

The aims of relaConships and sex educaCon (RSE) at our school are to: 

• Provide a framework in which sensiCve discussions can take place 

• Prepare pupils for puberty, and give them an understanding of sexual development and the 
importance of health and hygiene 

• Help pupils develop feelings of self-respect, confidence and empathy 

• Create a posiCve culture around issues of sexuality and relaConships 

• Teach pupils the correct vocabulary to describe themselves and their bodies 

In an ever changing world, our PSHE provision aims to empower our pupils to feel confident about 
the complexiCes of living in the wider world, from personal development to economic relaConships. 

4. Responsibili-es 

The following duCes have certain responsibiliCes in the PSHE curriculum: 

The Trustees – to approve this policy, and hold the Principal to account for its implementaCon 

The Principal & Senior Leadership - 

– Responsible for the implementaCon of this policy 

- Responsible for informaCon sharing of this policy to all staff 

- Ensuring the PSHE provision is taught consistently and in accordance with statutory guidance 

- Managing requests to withdraw pupils from sex educaCon before statutory age 

- Managing all teachers’ professional development and encouraging them to explore new 
pedagogies to support this provision 

- Planning, implemenCng and correctly Cmetabling of the curriculum 

- That the curriculum is fully accessible for all SEND students 

- ConCnued work with parents on subject content and progression 

Staff - 

- Delivering the PSHE curriculum in a sensiCve and comprehensive way 

- Modelling posiCve aftudes to all aspects of the PSHE curriculum including RSE 

- Monitoring student understanding and progress 
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- Responding to pupils’ individual needs 

- SupporCng pupils who have been withdrawn from parts of the PSHE curriculum 

- Ensuring a set of ground rules when teaching the PSHE curriculum to ensure pupils are in a 
safe space to speak, discuss and explore in a supporCve environment 

- Teaching in the context of an explicit moral framework at all Cmes 

- Ensuring the PSHE curriculum is taught in ways accessible to SEND students 

Staff do not have the right to opt out of teaching RSE. Staff who have concerns about teaching RSE 
are encouraged to discuss this with the Principal. 

Pupils -  

- Expected to engage fully in the PSHE curriculum 

- Treat others with respect and sensiCvity when discussing all aspects of the PSHE curriculum 
including RSE 

5. Statutory requirements 

As an independent school we must provide RelaConships EducaCon and RSE to all pupils as per 
secCon 34 of the Children and Social work act 2017. 

Although we do not have to follow the NaConal Curriculum, we are expected to offer all pupils a 
curriculum that is similar to the NaConal Curriculum including requirements to teach science which 
would include the elements of sex educaCon contained in the science curriculum.  

In teaching RSE, we are required by our funding agreements to have regard to guidance issued by the 
secretary of state as outlined in secCon 403 of the Educa*on Act 1996. 

The Department for EducaCon’s statutory guidance, RelaConship EducaCon, RelaConship and Sex 
EducaCon and Health EducaCon (England) RegulaCons 2019, has been used to guide the 
development of the PSHE provision and as well as complying with The Equality Act 2010 and schools. 

Addi-onal Statutory Guidance 

● Equality Act 2010 

● EYFS - Early Years Founda:on Stage 

● Keeping Children Safe in Educa:on 

6. Policy development 

This policy has been developed in consultaCon with staff, pupils and parents. The consultaCon and 
policy development process involved the following steps: 

1. Review – a member of staff or working group pulled together all relevant 
informaCon including relevant naConal and local guidance  

2. Staff consultaCon – all school staff were given the opportunity to look at the policy 
and make recommendaCons 

   

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/16/section/34/enacted
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/relationships-and-sex-education-and-health-education
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/contents
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3. Parent/stakeholder consultaCon – parents and any interested parCes were invited to 
aQend a meeCng about the policy 

4. Pupil consultaCon – we invesCgated what exactly pupils want from their RSE 

5. RaCficaCon – once amendments were made, the policy was shared with governors 
and raCfied 

This policy will be reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team, every 2 years or sooner in accordance to 
statutory changes. At every review, the policy will be finally approved by the Trustees. 

7. Curriculum 

At Michael Hall, the PSHE provision is taught with recurrent themes throughout the key stages, 
building upon learning from previous levels, embedded in the Waldorf values and teachings. 
Kindergarten Teachers, Class Teachers and Guardians will be responsible for the teaching of the PSHE 
curriculum with specialist Teachers set to teach parCcular topics and guest speakers invited in to give 
talks and workshops. All the PSHE curriculum will be made accessible and taught in ways tailored to 
SEND students, and taught in a developmentally and age appropriate way. If pupils ask quesCons 
outside the scope of this policy, teachers will respond in an appropriate manner so they are fully 
informed 

Planning, development & monitoring 

The PSHE provision is set out in light of the and the statutory guidance secCon (including EYFS in 
Kindergarten ) outlining what pupils should know by the end of Primary and Secondary EducaCon 
(see Annex A & B) and supported by the guidance from the PSHE AssociaCon. It was developed in 
consultaCon with parents, pupils and staff, taking into account the age, needs and feelings of pupils, 
see Annex C for the Curriculum Map. 

The delivery of the PSHE provision, including RSE is monitored by the Senior Leadership Team 
through learning walks and curriculum reviews held by Class Teachers, Guardians and Assistant 
Principals.  

Pupils’ development is monitored by Class Teachers and Guardians as part of our internal assessment 
systems. Pupils will have the opportunity to reflect on their personal experiences and learning in 
order to set personal goals. This assessment process reinforces self-awareness and personal 
development. 

The Senior Leadership Team will ensure that staff and parents are informed about the content, 
progression and delivery of the curriculum through relevant Policy informaCon on the school 
website. 

Delivery of RSE 

RSE is taught within the personal, social, health and economic (PSHE) educaCon curriculum. 
Biological aspects of RSE are taught within the science curriculum, and other aspects are included in 
religious educaCon (RE).  

Pupils also receive stand-alone sex educaCon sessions delivered by a trained health professional.  

In Primary EducaCon, including the Kindergarten, RelaConships EducaCon focuses on teaching the 
fundamental building blocks and characterisCcs of posiCve relaConships including: 
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• Families and people who care for me 

• Caring friendships 

• Respecjul relaConships 

• Online relaConships 

• Being safe 

In addiCon, sex educaCon is also taught. 

In Secondary EducaCon RSE focuses on giving young people the informaCon they need to help them 
develop healthy, nurturing relaConships of all kinds including: 

• Families 

• Respecjul relaConships, including friendships 

• Online and media 

• Being safe 

• InCmate and sexual relaConships, including sexual health 

For more informaCon about our RSE curriculum, see Appendix A, B & C. 

These areas of learning are taught within the context of family life taking care to ensure that there is 
no sCgmaCsaCon of children based on their home circumstances (families can include single parent 
families, LGBT parents, families headed by grandparents, adopCve parents, foster parents/carers 
amongst other structures) along with reflecCng sensiCvely that some children may have a different 
structure of support around them (for example: looked aker children or young carers). 

The delivery of RSE is holisCc, every day is an opportunity to work on social aspects. PosiCve 
relaConships are also supported through the Behaviour and AnC-bullying policies and should be read 
in conjuncCon with this policy. We teach RelaConships and Sex EducaCon in the context of the 
school’s aims, ethos and values framework promoCng respect for self and others, responsibility for 
own acCons as well as for family, friends, school and community. 

Kindergarten Educa*on curriculum outline 

The PSHE curriculum is clearly outline in the EYFS and is a statutory component of the Kindergarten 
curriculum.  See Appendix C for the Curriculum Map 

Primary Educa*on curriculum outline 

The PSHE provision is embedded in the curriculum through main lessons, and other subjects – some 
will be subject specific lessons, other topics will be discussed as part of the wider Waldorf 
curriculum.  

See Appendix C for the Curriculum Map. 

Secondary Educa*on curriculum outline 

At Michael Hall, in the Middle School, 1 hour a week lesson will be dedicated to PSHE specific 
teaching. In the Upper School, as well as 1 hour a week of PSHE & Ethics, pupils will have up to 3 
collapsed Cmetable days a year.  

See Appendix C for the Curriculum Map. 
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Key Stage 5 (Class 11 & 12) 

Although PSHE and RSE educaCon is not mandatory in Key Stage 5, at Michael Hall we are commiQed 
to the conCnual personal development of our students. Therefore, in Class 11 & 12, pupils will have 
up to 2 PSHE specific Main lesson subjects, plus up to 3 collapsed Cmetable days in a year. These will 
consist of pupil guided topics aimed to further inform them of subjects they feel they would like 
more informaCon about. 

8. Training 

Staff are trained on the delivery of RSE as part of their inducCon and it is included in our conCnuing 
professional development calendar. Staff will undergo conCnual training including but not limited to 
mental health, drug awareness, prevent duty, and safeguarding in order to provide confident delivery 
of the PSHE provision. 

The School will also invite visitors from outside agencies, such as school nurses or sexual health 
professionals, to provide support and training to staff teaching RSE. 

9. Parent’s right to withdraw 

Michael Hall creates an environment of trust and safe space through open discussion and blackboard 
drawings in order to explore topics, and does not use "shocking" material in any part of the school. 

In the Kindergarten - Parents have the right to withdraw their child from all or part of the 
relaConships and health educaCon provided in our Kindergartens, except for those parts included in 
the statutory EYFS. 

In Primary Educa*on - Parents do not have the right to withdraw their children from RelaConships 
EducaCon. 

Parents have the right to withdraw their children from the components of sex educaCon within RSE 
that do not form part of the NaConal Curriculum.  

In Secondary Educa*on - Parents have the right to withdraw their children from the components of 
sex educaCon within RSE that do not form part of the NaConal Curriculum, up to and unCl 3 terms 
before the child turns 16. Aker this point, if the child wishes to receive sex educaCon rather than 
being withdrawn, the school will arrange this. 

Parents do not have the right to withdraw children from RelaConship EducaCon or Health EducaCon 
that forms part of the PSHE provision. 

Requests for withdrawal should be put in wriCng using the form found in Appendix D of this policy 
and addressed to the Principal. The Principal will meet with the parent/guardian(s) to discuss the 
benefits of receiving this important educaCon and the possible detrimental effects that withdrawal 
might have on the child. These could include any social and emoConal effects of being excluded as 
well as receiving misinformaCon from other children. If queries are not resolved they will be referred 
to the Local Authority and Governor Support Service for final decision. 
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A copy of withdrawal requests will be placed in the pupil’s educaConal record. AlternaCve work will 
be given to pupils who are withdrawn from sex educaCon. 

10. Links with other Policies 

- Child ProtecCon & Safeguarding Policy 

- AnC-social behaviour and bullying Policy 

- Lower school behaviour Policy 

- Upper school behaviour Policy 

- Equality informaCon statement 

- Online Safety Policy 

- ToileCng Policy and Procedures 

- Kindergarten InCmate Care Policy 

- Early Years PosiCve Behaviour Policy 
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Appendix A 

By the end of primary school pupils should know 

From the Department for EducaCon statutory guidance - Rela-onships Educa-on, Rela-onships and 
Sex Educa-on (RSE) and Health Educa-on 2019 

Pupils should know:

Families and people 
who care for me

• that families are important for children growing up because they 
can give love, security and stability. 
• the characterisCcs of healthy family life, commitment to each 
other, including in Cmes of difficulty, protecCon and care for 
children and other family members, the importance of spending 
Cme together and sharing each other’s lives. 
• that others’ families, either in school or in the wider world, 
someCmes look different from their family, but that they should 
respect those differences and know that other children’s families 
are also characterised by love and care. 
21 
• that stable, caring relaConships, which may be of different types, 
are at the heart of happy families, and are important for children’s 
security as they grow up. 
• that marriage13 represents a formal and legally recognised 
commitment of two people to each other which is intended to be 
lifelong. 
• how to recognise if family relaConships are making them feel 
unhappy or unsafe, and how to seek help or advice from others if 
needed.

Caring friendships • how important friendships are in making us feel happy and secure, 
and how people choose and make friends. 
• the characterisCcs of friendships, including mutual respect, 
truthfulness, trustworthiness, loyalty, kindness, generosity, trust, 
sharing interests and experiences and support with problems and 
difficulCes. 
• that healthy friendships are posiCve and welcoming towards 
others, and do not make others feel lonely or excluded. 
• that most friendships have ups and downs, and that these can 
oken be worked through so that the friendship is repaired or even 
strengthened, and that resorCng to violence is never right. 
• how to recognise who to trust and who not to trust, how to judge 
when a friendship is making them feel unhappy or uncomfortable, 
managing conflict, how to manage these situaCons and how to 
seek help or advice from others, if needed.
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Respecjul 
relaConships

• the importance of respecCng others, even when they are very 
different from them (for example, physically, in character, 
personality or backgrounds), or make different choices or have 
different preferences or beliefs. 
• pracCcal steps they can take in a range of different contexts to 
improve or support respecjul relaConships. 
• the convenCons of courtesy and manners. 
• the importance of self-respect and how this links to their own 
happiness. 
• that in school and in wider society they can expect to be treated 
with respect by others, and that in turn they should show due 
respect to others, including those in posiCons of authority. 

13 Marriage in England and Wales is available to both opposite sex and same 
sex couples. The Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013 extended marriage to same sex couples in England and 
Wales. The ceremony through which a 
couple get married may be civil or religious. 
22 
• about different types of bullying (including cyberbullying), the 
impact of bullying, responsibiliCes of bystanders (primarily 
reporCng bullying to an adult) and how to get help. 
• what a stereotype is, and how stereotypes can be unfair, negaCve 
or destrucCve. 
• the importance of permission-seeking and giving in relaConships 
with friends, peers and adults.

Online relaConships • that people someCmes behave differently online, including by 
pretending to be someone they are not. 
• that the same principles apply to online relaConships as to face-toface 
relaConships, including the importance of respect for others 
online including when we are anonymous. 
• the rules and principles for keeping safe online, how to recognise 
risks, harmful content and contact, and how to report them. 
• how to criCcally consider their online friendships and sources of 
informaCon including awareness of the risks associated with 
people they have never met. 
• how informaCon and data is shared and used online.
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Being safe • what sorts of boundaries are appropriate in friendships with peers 
and others (including in a digital context). 
• about the concept of privacy and the implicaCons of it for both 
children and adults; including that it is not always right to keep 
secrets if they relate to being safe. 
• that each person’s body belongs to them, and the differences 
between appropriate and inappropriate or unsafe physical, and 
other, contact. 
• how to respond safely and appropriately to adults they may 
encounter (in all contexts, including online) whom they do not 
know. 
• how to recognise and report feelings of being unsafe or feeling 
bad about any adult. 
• how to ask for advice or help for themselves or others, and to 
keep trying unCl they are heard. 
• how to report concerns or abuse, and the vocabulary and 
confidence needed to do so. 
• where to get advice e.g. family, school and/or other sources.
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Appendix B 

By the end of secondary school pupils should know 

From the Department for EducaCon statutory guidance - Rela-onships Educa-on, Rela-onships and 
Sex Educa-on (RSE) and Health Educa-on 2019 

Pupils should know

Families • that there are different types of commiQed, stable relaConships. 
• how these relaConships might contribute to human happiness and 
their importance for bringing up children. 
• what marriage is, including their legal status e.g. that marriage 
carries legal rights and protecCons not available to couples who 
are cohabiCng or who have married, for example, in an 
unregistered religious ceremony. 
• why marriage is an important relaConship choice for many couples 
and why it must be freely entered into. 
• the characterisCcs and legal status of other types of long-term 
relaConships. 
• the roles and responsibiliCes of parents with respect to raising of 
children, including the characterisCcs of successful parenCng. 
• how to: determine whether other children, adults or sources of 
informaCon are trustworthy: judge when a family, friend, inCmate 
or other relaConship is unsafe (and to recognise this in others’ 
relaConships); and, how to seek help or advice, including reporCng concerns 
about others, if needed.

Respecjul 
relaConships, 
including 
friendships

• the characterisCcs of posiCve and healthy friendships (in all 
contexts, including online) including: trust, respect, honesty, 
kindness, generosity, boundaries, privacy, consent and the 
management of conflict, reconciliaCon and ending relaConships. 
This includes different (non-sexual) types of relaConship.  
28 
• pracCcal steps they can take in a range of different contexts to 
improve or support respecjul relaConships. 
• how stereotypes, in parCcular stereotypes based on sex, gender, 
race, religion, sexual orientaCon or disability, can cause damage 
(e.g. how they might normalise non-consensual behaviour or 
encourage prejudice). 
• that in school and in wider society they can expect to be treated 
with respect by others, and that in turn they should show due 
respect to others, including people in posiCons of authority and 
due tolerance of other people’s beliefs. 
• about different types of bullying (including cyberbullying), the 
impact of bullying, responsibiliCes of bystanders to report bullying 
and how and where to get help. 
• that some types of behaviour within relaConships are criminal, 
including violent behaviour and coercive control. 
• what consCtutes sexual harassment and sexual violence and why 
these are always unacceptable. 
• the legal rights and responsibiliCes regarding equality (parCcularly 
with reference to the protected characterisCcs as defined in the 
Equality Act 2010) and that everyone is unique and equal.
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Online and media • their rights, responsibiliCes and opportuniCes online, including that 
the same expectaCons of behaviour apply in all contexts, including 
online. 
• about online risks, including that any material someone provides 
to another has the potenCal to be shared online and the difficulty 
of removing potenCally compromising material placed online. 
• not to provide material to others that they would not want shared 
further and not to share personal material which is sent to them. 
• what to do and where to get support to report material or manage 
issues online. 
• the impact of viewing harmful content. 
• that specifically sexually explicit material e.g. pornography 
presents a distorted picture of sexual behaviours, can damage the 
way people see themselves in relaCon to others and negaCvely 
affect how they behave towards sexual partners. 
• that sharing and viewing indecent images of children (including 
those created by children) is a criminal offence which carries 
severe penalCes including jail. 
• how informaCon and data is generated, collected, shared and 
used online.

Being safe • the concepts of, and laws relaCng to, sexual consent, sexual 
exploitaCon, abuse, grooming, coercion, harassment, rape, 
domesCc abuse, forced marriage, honour-based violence and 
FGM, and how these can affect current and future relaConships. 
• how people can acCvely communicate and recognise consent from 
others, including sexual consent, and how and when consent can 
be withdrawn (in all contexts, including online).
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Appendix C 

See separate curriculum map document 

InCmate and sexual 
relaConships, 
including sexual 
health

• how to recognise the characterisCcs and posiCve aspects of 
healthy one-to-one inCmate relaConships, which include mutual 
respect, consent, loyalty, trust, shared interests and outlook, sex 
and friendship. 
• that all aspects of health can be affected by choices they make in 
sex and relaConships, posiCvely or negaCvely, e.g. physical, 
emoConal, mental, sexual and reproducCve health and wellbeing. 
• the facts about reproducCve health, including ferClity, and the 
potenCal impact of lifestyle on ferClity for men and women and 
menopause. 
• that there are a range of strategies for idenCfying and managing 
sexual pressure, including understanding peer pressure, resisCng 
pressure and not pressurising others. 
• that they have a choice to delay sex or to enjoy inCmacy without 
sex. 
• the facts about the full range of contracepCve choices, efficacy 
and opCons available. 
• the facts around pregnancy including miscarriage. 
• that there are choices in relaCon to pregnancy (with medically and 
legally accurate, imparCal informaCon on all opCons, including 
keeping the baby, adopCon, aborCon and where to get further 
help). 
• how the different sexually transmiQed infecCons (STIs), including 
HIV/AIDs, are transmiQed, how risk can be reduced through safer 
sex (including through condom use) and the importance of and 
facts about tesCng. 
• about the prevalence of some STIs, the impact they can have on 
those who contract them and key facts about treatment. 
• how the use of alcohol and drugs can lead to risky sexual 
behaviour. 
• how to get further advice, including how and where to access 
confidenCal sexual and reproducCve health advice and treatment
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Appendix D 

Parent form to withdraw  (This form will be filed away with the child’s school record) 

Please return this form to Recep8on for the a?en8on of the Senior Leadership Team 

For school use: 

Name of child Class

Name of Parent/Guardians(s)

Reason to request withdrawal from Sex EducaCon within RelaConship & Sex EducaCon

Further informaCon for the school to consider

Signature Date

Accepted withdrawal Yes / No

Agreed acCons taken by the school

Further notes
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